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Edge Effects and the Prosodic Hierarchy:
Evidence from Stops and Affricates in Basque
Marie-Helene Colt
Massachusens Institute of Technology

1.

Introduction 1

Stem-final consonants are often subject to alternations that depend on the following
context Typical cases are found in Diola Fogny (1) and French (2). Final consonants
appear unchanged in word-fmal position (I, 2a) and before vowel-initial suffixes (lb, 2c),
but delete (1) or trigger epenthesis (2b) before consonant-initial suffIXes.
(1)

Deletion in OiDia Fogny (lUI 1986):
4 [nayokeyoken]
b. /-tey-tey-or! 4 [teteyor]

a. /na-yoken-yokenl
(2)

'he tires'
'disentangle'

Epenthesis in French:

a. /tristl
b. /trist-mdl
c. /trist-ES/

4 [trist]
4 [tristremcr]
4 [tristEs]

'sad'
'sadly'
'sadness'

A traditional account of these patterns (e.g. ItO 1986) involves two mechanisms:
1. extraprosodicity or extrametricality, and 2. resyllabiftcation into the onset of the
following syllable. Consonants may be licensed by the syllabification rules of the language
or by virtue of their extraprosodic status at a word edge. If neither mechanism is available,
which may be the case in word-internal preconsonantal contexts, a repair strategy must be
adopted, typically deletion or epenthesis.
My aim in this paper is twofold. First, I show that edge effects at the word level are
only a subcase of edge effects at the end of all prosodic constituents, from the word to the
utterance. These edge effects also become stronger as we move up the Prosodic Hierarchy,
i.e. the higher the prosodic boundary, the more consonants it licenses. Second, I develop a
phonetically-motivated approach to these edge effects, which crucially relies on the
perceptual cues to consonants and the phonetic characteristics of edges of prosodic
domains. This account is cast in Optimality Theory, specifically in the 'licensing by cue'
approach of Steriade (1997). It is characterized by the absence of a syllabic level, which
11banks 10 Ikuska Ansola for being such a good informant, and to Jo~ Ignacio Hualde for insightful
co=enls on the data and the relevant literature. Thanks also to Karlos Arregi, Ken Hale, Yoonjung Kang,
Michael Kenstowicz, and Cheryl ·ZoIl.
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allows us to dispense with both extraprosodicity and resyllabification. 2 It also accoWlts for
the (previously wmoticed) special status of stops with respect to edge effects.
Evidence for this approach is taken primarily from new data I have collected from
the Ondarroa Basque dialect (Northern Biscayan variety). I focus on morpheme- and wordfmal stops and affricates, which have been dealt with in a nwnber of recent papers (see
below). The analysis I propose for the behavior of stops and affricates in Basque departs
significantly from previous approaches, which could not accoWlt for some aspects of the
Ondarroa data (as well as data from other dialects).

2.

Final stops and affricates in (Ondarroa) Basque

Basque displays a well-know process that deletes stem- or word-fmal stops 3 and
simplifies affricates 4 before a consonant, in morphological as well as certain syntactic
contexts ("+" indicates a word-internal morpheme boundary):
(3)

a./ot9 bat!
b./ot9+tuI

(4)

a. !hat paratul

b. naket+tuI

'a cold'
'to get cold'
~
~

[baparatu]
'put one'
[laketu]
'to be pleased'
(SaIaburu 1984, Saltarelli 1988, Hualde 1991, Kim 1997)

lhls process has been amply discussed in the literature, especially in relation to the
featural structure of affricates (see e.g. Hualde 1987, 1988, 1991; Lombardi 1990; van de
Weijer 1992; Kim 1997). According to the description given in these works, the deletion I
simplification process is triggered by a following [-continuant] consonant, but blocked in
case a fricative follows:

(5)

lederak 9inetenl -7 [ederak9ineten] I

*[edera~ineten]

'you.PL were beautiful'
(Salaburu 1984)

The process is viewed as an OCP effect on the [continuant] tier; it suppresses sequences of
[-continuant] consonants by deleting stops and removing the [-continuant] part of affricates
(which are assumed to be both [-continuant] and [+continuant]).

This analysis is largely based on the dialect spoken in Baztan (although this is not
always explicitely mentioned). There is, however, a great deal of dialectal variation in
various aspects of this phenomenon. The data provided in many other dialectal descriptions
call for a revision of the analysis of stop deletion and affricate simplification, which should
be viewed as part of a more general process of avoidance of consonants, in particular stops
and affricates, in non-pre vocalic position. The following observations have to be made,
which are illustrated below with data from the Ondarroa dialect
2lhis should also be seen as a positive result to the extent that resyllabification appears problematic from
an empirical point of view, as shown by Labov (1997).
30fthe stops Ip,t,k,b,d,g/ (+/c,y in many dialects), only It,kl appear morpheme-finally.
4Many Basque dialects have three affricates and their corresponding fricatives, as detailed below:
(i)
Point of articulation
Aplco·alveolar
Predorso-alveolar
Palata-alveolar
Phonemjc transcription
IsI-ltsl
";I-It"'1
IfI -lUi
Orthograpby
<5> - <IS>
<7:> - <tz>
<X> - <IX>
In all Biscayan (including Ondarroa) and some Guipuscoan varieties, the contrast between apico-alveolar and
dorso-alveolar fricatives and affricates has been lost. The unique Don-palatal coronal fricative in Ondarroa is
[s], whereas the corresponding affricate is [tli]. However, I represent both sounds by lsi and ItSI, without
indicating the articulatory distinction between the affricate and the fricative.
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• Alongside deletion/simplification, some dialects use other strategies to prevent consonants
from surfacing in certain contexts. Epenthesis is used in Getxo (Hualde & Bilbao 1992),
Arratia (Etxebarria Ayesta 1991), and Ondarroa. Merger of stop-fricative sequences into
affricates is used in Souletin (Hualde 1993) and Baztan (N'Diaye 1970; Salaburu 1984).
• Deletion and epenthesis are used before all consonants, including [+continuant] ones, in
many dialects, e.g. Lekeitio (Hualde, Elordieta & Elordieta 1994), Arrntia (Etxebarria
Ayesta 1991), Getxo (Hualde & Bilbao 1992), and Ondarroa (Rotaetxe 1978).
• Epenthesis is used with consonants other than stops and affricates in Getxo (Hualde &
Bilbao 1992) and Ondarroa.
• The preconsonantal context is not accurate, as epenthesis may also be used at the pause in
Arratia (Etxebarria Ayesta 1991) and Ondarroa. 'This suggests that the relevant context for
deletion, simplification and epenthesis should be defined as non-prevocalic.

2.1. Prevocalic position
No change takes place when morpheme-final stops and affricates are followed by a
vowel-initial suffix or word. 'This is illustrated in (6)-(7) for Ondarroa Basque, in wordinternal contexts (6) and across word boundaries (7).5,6

(6)

(7)

Stops and affricates before suffIXes
a. Ikokot+an!
~ (kokotan)
b. laberats+en/ ~ [aberatSen]
Stops and affricates across word boundaries
a. Ipijo bat isotSI
~ [pijobatisotS]
pile one ice.AB,S.IND
b.lbasu-k eL'osi tlusl ~ [basukerositfus]
glass-ABS.PL buy.PERF AUX.3SGS.3PLD
c./iro Jikot erosi dotl ~ [i.J:utfikote(Qsi.J:ot]
three rope.ABS.IND buy.PERF AUX.lSGS.3SGD
d./eskatS andi bat!
~ [eskatSandibat]
kitchen big one.ABS

'neck+GENITIVE.SG'
'rich+SUPERLATIVE'
'a lot of ice'
's/he has bought glasses'

'r have bought three ropes'
'alone big kitchen'

2.2. Deletion, simplification, and epenthesis in non-pre vocalic ,position
When no vowel follows, various repair strategies are available to prevent stops and
affricates from surfacing in non-prevocalic position. In Ondarroa, stop deletion, affricate
simplification, and epenthesis are used. The choice between these strategies depends on the
category of the lexical item. Nouns and adjectives must be distinguished from other
categories, which include7 :

Sr use the following abbreviations for glosses:
- ABS

absolutive
- SO
singular
- AUX auxiliary
-S
subject
- ERO ergative
- PL
plural
- PERF perfective participle
- PROL prolative
- DEF definite
- 1/213 fUlitlsecondithird person
- DIM diminutive
- IND
indefinite
-D
direct object
61n Basque, as in Spanish, voiced stops Ib, Ii, g) have spirantized allophones [P, 3, y). 1 disregard this
a110phony in the data, using only the symbols for voiced stops.
71 do not consider Don-synthetic verbs (Le. the vast majority of verbs), These always appear in one of their
participial forms, accompanied by an auxiliary. AU participles end In a vowel or Inl (not an obstruent), and
are mostly irrelevant to the present srudy. The rules that govern the formation of these participial forms (by
adding partiCipial suffixes to the stem) are relevanh as verbal stems may end in a stop or affricate, But this
would require a separate srudy, which r will not undertake here. It is already clear, however, that adding
verbs to our data set would not alter the conclusions of this invesUgation, as the same basic principles are
operative in verbal and nominal morphology (see Hualde, Elordieta & Elordieta 1994 for a description of
the verbal morphology in Lekeltio Basque, a dialect very close to Ondarroa),
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• numerals I determiners I quantifiers (bat 'one, a', bost 'five', semat 'how much/many')
• some auxiliaries and synthetic verbal forms (dot 'AUX.ISGS.3SGO', dakat 'r have')
• some inflectional suffixes (ergative I-kl, absolutive plural/-ak), ablative I-tiki), which can
be added to nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and determiners.
Final affricates only appear in nouns or adjectives, whereas all the categories have
words ending in a stop. With nouns and adjectives, stop deletion is ruled out; only
epenthesis and simplification are available. With other categories, only deletion is used
(simplification is irrelevant). This is illustrated in (8)-( 10) below (deletion, simplification or
epenthesis are obligatory word-internally but optional across word boundaries; we will get
back to that distinction in the next section).

(8)

Stops in nouns and adjectives: epenthesis
a.lkokot+tfol
~ [k;okotatfo]
'neck+DIM'
b./Ualet+tSat!
~ [UaletatSat]
'chalet+PROL'
c. Ikokot bat!
~ lkokot(a)bat]
'alone neck'
d./iru kiJket bota dot! ~ [irukiJket(a)bolarot]
'r have thrown three locks'
three 10ck.ABS.IND throw.PERF Aux.lSGS.3SGO

(9)

Affricates in nouns and adjectives: epenthesis or siI;pplification
~ [sotSatfo] I [sostJo]
'toothpick+DIM'
b.llats+tuI
~ [latSetu] I llastu]
'to become rough'
c./mots+tuI
~ *[motsftfu] I [mostul
'to shorten'
d./orats+tfol
~ [oratSatfo] I ??[orastlo]
'comb+DIM'
e./eskatS bat!
~ [eskatS(a)bat] I [eskasbat] 'alone kitchen'
f.llau bifotS me.cesi dot!
~ [iaubifotS(a)me.cesi.cot] I [iaubifosmetesi.cot]
four heart.ABS.IND deserve Aux.ISGS .3SGD
'1 have deserved four hearts'

a./sots+tfol

(10)

Stops in other categories: deletion
a./semat mutill
~ [sema(t)mutil]
b./gifon-ak: topa daul ~ [gifona(k)topatau]
man-ERG fmd.PERF Aux.3SGS.3SGO

'how many boys'
'the man has found itlhimlher'

The epenthesis of [a] actually deserves a special mention, because [a] is not a
purely phonological epenthetic vowel but corresponds to an empty definite absolutive
suffix. Most Basque dialects oppose definite and indefinite forms of nouns and adjectives
in all cases, but this distinction is maintained only in the absolutive case in Ondarroa, the
indefinite form being identical to the bare form, the definite one containing an additional
final [a] (for stems ending in a consonant). For example, the uninflected and absolutive
indefinite form of Ikokot! 'neck' is lkokot], its absolutive defmite form lkokota] (see
Hualde 1995 for a more complete inflectional paradigm in Ondarroa Basque). But even in
the absolutive case the distinction between the indefmite and definite forms has weakened
to the point where the defmite one is used in contexts that normally require the uninflected
or indefinite form (e.g. with quantifiers and numerals). [a] is deprived of its definite
meaning and the Cal-final forms are analyzed as variants of uninflected/indefinite forms
used for phonological reasons, to avoid sequences of consonants that would result from
the use of the consonant-final uninflected or indefmite form. 8,9
8S ee Hualde & Bilbao (1992) and Cot~ (1998) for more on the opacity of the definiteJiDdefmite distinction
in Getxo and Ondarroa, and the contexts that require the use of the uninflected. indefinite and deflulte forms.
9The epenthesis of tal can be distinguished from that of [el tel can be considered a 'true' epenthetic vowel,
which is inserted between all consonant-final nominal and adjectival stems and consonant-initial inflectional
markers, with the exception of prolative l-tSat!. This kind of epenthesis used in inflectional morphology is
irrelevant for our purposes since it does not distinguish stops and affricates from other consonants.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/5
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Deletion, simplification, and epenthesis take place before any consonant, including
[+continuant] ones, which argues against an OCP-based account of the behavior of stops
and affricates. 10 Examples of stop deletion before all types of consonants are given in (11).
(11)

Stops:
a./ore-k PllPer-aki
~ [ore(k)paperak]
'those papers'
Affricates: b.lsemat tJakurl
~ [sema(t)tJakur]
'how many dogs'
Nasals:
c./gifon bat mima daul ~ [gifomba(t)mimafau] 'he has mimed a man'
man one. ASS mime.PERF Aux.3SGS.3SGD
Laterals: d./gu-k lortu doul
~ [gu(k)lorturou]
'we have gotten it'
we-ERG getPERF Aux.1PLS.3SGD
Fricatives: e./ore-k sagusar-aki ~ [ore(k)sagusarak]
'those bats'
f./semat xenerall
~ [sema(t)xeneral]
'how many generals'
g./gu-k fifa gal
~ [gu(k)fifaga]
'we have trusted'
we-ERG trust.PERF Aux.1PLS
~ [sema(t)radifo]
'how many radios'
Rhotics: h.lsemat radifo!
i. Igu-k rosa doul
~ [gu(k)rosarou]
'we have gotten together'
we-ERG get together.PERF AUX.IPLS.3sGD

Only stops and affricates are subject to deletion and simplification, but epenthesis
of Ia! is possible with other consonants, although it is never obligatory word-internally
(12a-e), and more marginal than with stops and affricates across word boundaries (12f).
Interestingly, the use of Ial in word-internal contexts seems to be linked to the sonority of
the stem-fmal consonant: the less sonorous it is, the more likely it is for Ia! to be used.
Stems ending in Irl are incompatible with the vocalic marker (12a), those ending in a nasal
accept both the forms with direct addition of the suffix and insertion of Ial (12b), those
ending in a fricative slightly favor the use of the vowel (12c-e).
(12)

a./atSamar+tSat!

b./gifon+tSat!
c. IfrantSes+tSat!
d. /Ianbas+tl 01

e./ames+tfol
f. Ifrantses bat!

~
~

[atSamartSatJI *[atSamaratSat]
[gifontSat] I [gifonatSat]
~ ?[frantsestSat] I frantsesatS~t
~ (?)[lamb~Jo] I [IambasatJo]
~ (?)[amestJo] I [amesatfo]
~ [frantSesbat] I ??[frantsesabat]

'finger+PROL'
'man+PROL'
'Frenchman+PROL'
'mop+DIM'
'dream+DIM'
'alone Frenchman'

This suggests that there is a general tendency to avoid consonants in non-prevocalic
posi lion, a tendency that seems to depend on the sonority level of the consonant and is
strongest with stops and affricates. An analysis of the Ondarroa data should account for the
general tendency as well as the distinction among consonants. As a simplifying
assumption, I group together all the consonants other than stops and affricates, and
lOWe can go back 10 the data in (5) and ask why the Baztan dialect does not delete stops before fricatives. It
must first be noted that the generalization that stops do not delete before [+continuantj consonants in
Baztan is based only on coronal fricatives. Data involving non-coronal fricatives If,xl and rhotics are
missing (in part because these segments are marginal (word-initially) In Basque). Evidence for the OCP
account is therefore quite limited. and the different behavior of stops before coronal fricatives is amenable to
another explanation, related to the possibility of merging stop-coronal fricative sequences into the affricate
corresponding to the fricative. This process is completely productive in the Souletin dialect (Hualde 1993,
based on Larrasquet 1928). So both I-t S-I and I-k S-I become ItS_I (with S being one of the three coronal
fricatives), e.g. hUak sAa ~ hUa[tSjAa 'weed those'. In Baztan, the merging process generally applies only
with ItI; with /kI it is restricted to pronoUD-verb sequences, as in lonek lOuenl ~ [onetl'uenj 'this one had it'
(Salaburu 1984),/k1 remaining intact in other syntactic contexts, e.g. in lederak I'ineteniln (5). But it is
plausible that affrication wIth /kI used to be more general in Baztao, as evidenced by the dlfferent output
given for the same example by older informants in N'Diaye (1970): lederak I'ineteni ~ [ederatl'inetenj.
How the present Baztan pattern should be analyzed is not entirely clear, however, especially in the absence
of data with non-coronal fricatives and rhotics.
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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consider epenthesis to be optional word-internally and marginal across word boundaries.

2.3.

The role of the Prosodic Hierarchy

It has been noted that epenthesis or simplification with stops and affricates is
obligatory word-internally but optional across word boundaries, without further
qualifications. I now further investigate the role of the prosodic context in the behavior of
fmal consonants.
The generalization that emerges from the Ondarroa data is that the likelihood of the
use of a repair strategy - deletion, simplification, or epenthesis - decreases with the strength
of the prosodic boundary, if any, that follows the consonant In other words, consonants
are more easily licensed as we go up the Prosodic Hierarchy. For the sake of expliciteness,
I adopt the following simple hierarchy: Prosodic Word (PW) - Phonological Phrase (PP) Intonational Phrase (IP) - Utterance (U) (see Inkelas & 'li:c 1995 and the references cited
therein). I also assume, following Selkirk (1986), 'li:c (1988), and Inkelas (1989), that
prosodic units below the word belong to a different hierarchy.
Let us see in detail the situation for fmal stops and affricates. No stops or affricates
are allowed in non-prevocalic position word-internally, that is if no prosodic boundary
follows. (Word-internal contexts are relevant only for nouns and adjecuves, followed by a
derivational or inflectional sufftx.) So epenthesis is always used when stop-fmal nominal
sterns are followed by consonant-initial suffixes, as shown in (13).11
(13)

a IkiJket+tSatl
b. Igalant+tSatl
c. /kokot+U01
d. ttfalet+salel

~
~

[kiJketatSat]
[galantatSat]
~ [kpkotaUo]
~ [ualetasale]

'lock+PROL'
'elegant I robust+PROL'
'neck+DIM'
'fond of chalets'

Epenthesis is the preferred option with affricate-final sterns, but simplification is
also possible, depending on lexical factors that are unclear. In any case, affricates do not
remain intact in this context With -tsat, epenthesis is largely preferred with all lexical items
(14); with -tfo and -sale, it is always fuUy grammatical, while the acceptability of the forms
involving simplification depends on the lexical item (15). With the verbalizing suffix -tu,
usually only one form is good, although both epenthesis and simplifiC,iltion are acceptable
in (16a-b). (Here the epenthetic vowel is lei or liI,!tI palatalizing into [tI] when the latter is
used.) Which form is to be preferred does not seem t9 be predictable from the shape of the
stem, cf. the contrast between TlUIStu (16c) and otsitfu (16g).
(14)

a larots+tSatl
b. leskats+tsatl
c. /bijoU+tSatl

(15)

a. /lapitS+UoI

b. Isots+U 01
c. laritS+U01
d. 10tS+U01
e. leskatS+U01
f. laberatS+U01

~
~

[arotSatSat]
[eskatsatSat]
~ [bijoUatSat]

'carpenter+PROL'
'kitchen+PROL'
'lamb+PROL'

~ [lapitSaUo] I [lapisUo]
~ [sotSauo] I [sosU 0]
~ [aritsaUo] I (?)[¢SUoj
~ [otSauo[l ?[ostJo]
~ [eskatSaU9] I ??[eskasUoJ
~ [aberatSatJo] I ??[aberastfo]

'pencil+DIM'
'toothpick+DIM'
'oak tree+DIM'
'cold+DlM'
'kitchen+DIM'
'old+D1M'

liVery few suffixes (other than the inflectional ones that trigger 'true' epenthesis with all consonant-final
stems; see note 9) are productive enough to be freely associated with a reasonable number of stems ending
in affricates and stops. The most productive ones are prolative -rsaJ and the diminutive suffIX -Va. Also
useful is the adjectival suffIX -sale 'fond or. The verbalizing suffix -/u appears in a large number of items,
but its synchronic productivity is limited.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/5
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(16)

g./gilts+U~
h. lirunts+ 01
L IgatS+salel
j. Ileats+salel

~ [giltSaU~ I *[gilsU0a
~ [iruntSa oj I *[iruns oj
~ [gatsasaleJ I *[ga(s)sale]
~ [leatsasale] I [Iea(s)sale]

'key+DIM'
'dew+DIM'
'fond of salt'
'fond of hake'

a. laberats+tuI

~ [abelatSiUu] I [aberastu]
~ [latSetu] I [lastu]
~ *[motSicl:N I [mostu]
~ *[sorotSi u] I [sorostu]
~ *[garatSiUu] I [garastu]
~ [baltJUu] I *[balstu]
~ [otsi u] I *[ostu]

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to

b. llats+tuI
c. Imots+tuI
d. Isorrots+tuI
e. Igarats+tuI
f. !balts+tuI

g./otS+tuI

become rich'
become rough'
shorten'
sharpen'
become sour'
blacken'
get cold'

Stops and affricates are allowed to surface in non-prevocalic position when
followed by some prosodic boundary (Le. in word-final position). But not all word-final
positions are equivalent As a flrst approximation, we can oppose phrase-internal (wordfloal) stops I affricates and utterance-final ones. In phrase-internal contexts, e.g. within
DPs or object-verb sequences, stops may delete and affricates may simplify. But these
processes are only optional and epenthesis may also take place. So we get two possibilities
with stops, three with affricates, as illustrated in various syntactic contexts in (17)-(19).12
(17)

Phrase-internal stops in nouns I adjectives: retention, epenthesis
a. Ikokot bat!
~ [kokot(a)bat]
'alone neck'
b. liru kiJket dakat! ~ [kiJketdakat] I [kiJketatakat]
'1 have three locks'
three 10ck.ABSJND I-have
c.liill kifket bota dot! ~ [irukifket(a)botatot]
'I have thrown three locks'
three 10ckABS.IND throw. PERF Aux.1SGS.3SGD

(18)

Phrase-internal affricates in nouns I adjectives: retention, simplification, epenthesis
a./eskats bat! ~ [eskatS(a)bat] I [eskasbatJ
'alone kitchen'
b.llau bifotS melesi dot!~ [laubifotS(a)meresirot] I [laubifosmeresirot]
four heart.ABS.IND deserve. PERF AUX.1SGS.3SGD
'I have deserved four hearts'
c./iru lapitS topa dot! ~ [irulapitS(a)toparot] I [irulapistoparot]
three pencil.ABS.IND frnd.PERF AUX.1SGS.3SGD
'I have found three pencils'

(19)

Phrase-internal stops in other categories: retention, deletion
a.lsemat batell
~ [sema(t)batel]
'how many boats'
b. Iliburu bat galdu dot!
~ [liburuba(t)galdurot]
'1 have lost a book'
book one.ABS 10se.PERF AUX.1SGS.3SGD
c./ore-k sagusara-k/
~ [ore(k)sagusarak]
'those bats'

Utterance-finally, stops and affricates never delete nor simplify. The use of la/epenthesis is possible, but marginal and less acceptable than in word- and phrase-internal
contexts. This is shown in (20)-(21):
(20)

Utterance-flnal stops/affricates in nouns/adjectives: retention, epenthesis marginal
a.llau kokot!
~ [laukokotJ I ?? [laukokota]
'four necks'
S
b. !bost okotSI
~ [bostokot ] I ??[bostokotSa]
'five chins'

(21)

Utterance-final stops in other categories: retention only
a./semat!
~ [sematJ *[sema]
'how much I how many'

12Epenthesis and simplification are associated with faster speech andlor more colloquial registers.
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b.llibucu balf
-t [libucubat] *[libucuba]
'onela book'
c./iru oratS erosi dolf -t [iruoratSerosirot] *[iruoratSerosiro]
three comb.ABS.IND bUY.PERF AUX.ISGS.3SGD
'I have bought three combs'
d./ore-k umi-k/
-t [orekurnik] *[orekurni]
'those children'
The relevant factor for mandatory stop/affricate retention, however, is not the
presence of a following pause, or the urterance-fmal position. Utterance-internal stops and
affricates at the right edge of dislocated or fronted constituenl~ behave just like unerancefinal ones. Compare (22a), in which the object has been fronted, with (22b), which uses
the neutral SOY order, with stops in other categories. (23) illustrates the behavior of stops
and affricates in nouns and adjectives at the end of fronted constituents.
(22)

Stops in other categories at the end of dislocated constituents: retention
a. /prak-ak.gifon-ak erosi daul
-t [prakak~ifonakerosirau] *[prakagifo ... ]
pants-ABS.PL man-ERG.SG buy.PERF Aux.3SGS.3SGD
'pants, the man has bought'
b. /gifon-ak.p.rak-ak erosi daul
-t [gifona(k)prakakerosiraul
man-ERG.SG pants-ABS.PL buy.PERF Aux.3SGS.3SGD
'the man has bought pants'

(23)

Stops/affricates in notms/adjectives at the end of fronted constituents:
retention, epenthesis marginal
a. nau kifkelgifon-ak erosi daul
-t [laukifket(??a)gifonakerosiraul
four 10ck.ABS.IND man.ERG.SG buy.PERF AUx.3SGS.3SG.D
'four locks, the man has bought'
b. nau lapi~ifon-ak erosi daul
-t [laulapitS(??a)giJonakerosiraul
four pencil.ABS.IND man.ERG.SG bUY.PERF AUX.3SGS.3SG.D
'four pencils, the man has bought'

Dislocated elements are not necessarily separated by a phonetic pause from the rest
of the sentence. Although the claim is often made that dislocation is characterized by the
presence of a pause, more careful phonetic studies always indicate that this is not the case
(see e.g. Barnes 1985 and Dupont 1985 for French). What does characterize dislocation,
however, is the presence of a strong prosodic boundary berween the dislocated element and
the rest of the sentence. This botmdary can be identified as delimiting intonational phrases.
So the behavior of word-final stops/affricates is detennined by their position within
IPs. IP-final stops and affricates cannot delete or simplify; /aI-epenthesis in this context is
marginal. In contrast, IP-internal word-final stops and affricates combine the possibilities
of word-internal and IP-final positions: stops and affricates are allowed in preconsonantal
position, but all the repair sO"ategies - deletion, simplification, and epenthesis - are also
available.
As for consonants other than stops, they never delete, but we have seen that nouns
and adjectives trigger epenthesis optionally word-internally and marginally word-finally.
The table in (24) summarizes the main facts about the behavior of fmal consonants in
various prosodic contexts. It can clearly be seen that these consonants are licensed more
and more easily as we go up the Prosodic Hierarchy, and that the repair strategies available
to prevent them from surfacing in non-prevocalic position are used less and less. 13

l3"Jne effect of the Prosodic Hierarchy on the licensing of final consonants can be seen in other languages.
See C5te (1999) for epenthesis in French and stop deletion in Marais Vendeen (On dialect).
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/5
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(;"ord-in~~

Word-final
(PW or PP boundarY)

IP-final
OP boundarY)

no
oblil!atorv
N/A
?ves
ves

yes
outional
yes
yes
ves

yes
marl!inal
no
no
??ves

yes
ootional
ves
no

yes

yes

no bound

Stops and affricates
Stons/affricates allowed?
Renair stratelN?
Stcn deletion
Affricate simolification
laI-enenthesis
Other consonants
Other consonants allowed?
Reo air strate!!V?
Eoenthesis
Deletion
3.
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mare:inal
??ves
no

Analysis

3.1. General proposal
I summarize in (25) the empirical generalizations that emerge from the Ondarroa
Basque data and which the proposed analysis accounts for.
(25)

a. Consonants want to appear before a vowel;
b. Stops are more disfavored than other consonants in non-prevocalic position;
c. The retention of non-prevoca1ic consonants correlates with the strength of the
following prosodic boundary.

All three generalizations can be related to well-known phonetic properties of
consonants and domain-final positions, which I use as the basic motivation for a series of
perceptually-based constraints. These constraints adopt the general schema in (26), which
rules out elements in contexts where they are perceptually weak, i.e. where the cues to the
recoverability of that element by listeners are relatively poor. This type of constraints is
used in particular by Steriade (1997) in her 'licensing by cue' approach:
(26)

*X/Y:

Do not have X (feature or segment) in a context Y in which X is
perceptually weak

The generalization in (25a) is associated directly with the constraint in (27).
(27)

*C I _.., V

Do not have a consonant not followed by a vowel

The motivation behind the constraint in (27) lies in the phonetic characteristics of
consonants. The identification of consonants relies on a number of acoustic cues, which
can be divided into three categories: contextual cues (especially formant transitions from
and to adjacent vowels), internal cues (present in the production of the consonant itself),
and, for stops only, the release burst (see Wright 1996 for a summary of available cues to
consonants' place and manner of articulation). There is, however, a significant difference
between VC and CV transitions, the former being mediocre and much weaker than the
latter for most consonants (retroflexes are exceptional in this respect, cf. Steriade 1997).
Consonants are identified much more rapidly with CV cues than VC ones (Warner 1999).
So, everything else being equal, consonants have better contextual cues in prevocalic than
in postvocalic position. Related to this is the fact that consonants are less precisely
articulated in post- than in prevocalic position (Sussman et al. 1997). The relative
weakness of postvocalic transitions certainly constitutes the main factor involved in the
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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general preference for consonants to appear in onset rather than in coda position.
But not all consonants suffer equally from missing prevocalic transitions. The
quality of the non-contextual cues - internal cues and release bursts - also plays a role. It
appears that stops and affricates are particularly at a disadvantage, for two main reasons_
These segments involve a complete closure in the oral cavity, with no nasal airflow. This
part of the segment is silent (apart from vocal folds vibration in voiced consonants) and
provide very weak (internal) cues. The non-contextual cues of stops and affricates are
rather concentrated in their release, but the release burst is often absent or weakly audible in
non-prevocalic position. By contrast, nasals, fricatives, and liquids all have relatively
strong internal cues .
We have seen that in Basque, consonant deletion/simplification and epenthesis
specifically target stops and affricates. The same applies in epenthesis and deletion in a
variety of languages (C8lt 1997, 1999). The distinction between stops/affricates and other
consonants with respect to the quality of their internal cues motivates the constraint in
(28a), which is a sub-case of (27) that applies specifically to stops (and affricates). I
assume that (28a) universally dominates the more general constraint (27), since it is a
necessary property of stops that they suffer more than other consonants from not appearing
in prevocalic position.
(28)

a. * [-son,-cont]/_...,VDo not have a stop not followed by a vowel
b. *[-son,-cont]/_...,V » * CI_...,V

The ranking in (28b) accounts for the generalization in (25b). What about (25c)?
How and why should the Prosodic Hierarchy be integrated into these phonotactic or
markedness constraints? The licensing of consonants depends on the presence and nature
of the immediately following prosodic boundary; this is accounted for by introducing in the
constraints in (27) and (28a) a variable that refers to prosodic boundaries, as in (29a-b).
The ranking in (29c) follows from that in (28b).
(29)

a. *C I -li"" V
b. "[-son, -cont]/-li""V
c. "[-son, -cont]/_li""V »

Do not have a consonant not followed by a vowel
across a boundary i
Do not have a stop not followed by a vowel across a
boundary i
*C l-li""V

Since higher prosodic boundaries license consonants more easily than lower ones
(the lowest being the null one, or the absence of a boundary), we can establish the ranlcings
in (30), generalized to (31), which actually define a family of constraints against nonprevocalic consonants, based on the relative weakness of contextual cues in this position.
(30)

a. *C/_]~""'V» *C/-lpw""V» *C/-lpp-,V» *C/-lIP-,v» *CI-lu...,V
b. *[-cont,-son]/-l0->V» *[-cont,-son]/-lPW""V»
.. [-cont,-son]/_]pp-, V » .. [-cont,-son]l-liP"""" V » *[-cont,-son]/-lu"" V

(31)

a. "'C l-li"',y » *C 1-lj"'V
b. "'[-cant, -son]/-lj""V » *[-cont, -son]/-l.i::'V
where i. j E (0, PW, ...• !P, U)
(i = I!:) ~ word-internal)
i is lower in the prosodic hierarchy than j

There is a clear phonetic motivation for the hierarchy in (31), which relies on the
processes that are reported to occur at the end of various prosodic constituents, from the
word to the utterance: lengthening. strengthening, and a reduced degree of overlap with the
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/5
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following segment The studies that confirm domain-fmallengthening are numerous, e.g.
Oller (1973), Klatt (1975), Cooper & Danly (1981), Beckman and Edwards (1990),
Wightman et al. (1992). Fougeron & Keating (1997) have attested the presence of
articulatory strengthening in the same position for vowels, but similar results have to be
obtained for consonants.
These phonetic correlates of domain-fmal positions - lengthening, strengthening,
and less overlap - all conspire to license more segments and more complex segments: a
strengthened and lengthened articulation correlates with more robust auditory cues, and
those cues are not susceptible to weakening through overlap with a following segment.
Stops and affricates particularly benefit from those effects, which facilitate the production
of more strongly released bursts. The phonetic characteristics of stops in IF-internal and
IF-fmal position in Basque are consistent with the general approach adopted here, since the
former are consistently unreleased or reduced to a glottal articulation, whereas the latter are
quite systematically strongly released.
It is also well established that the lengthening, strengthening, and overlap effects
get stronger as we move from the word to the utterance. Consequently, the right edge of
higher prosodic domains is a stronger licenser than the right edge of lower domains. This
fact motivates the assumption of the universality of the ranking in (31).14 Segments in
word-internal position are not followed by any (relevant) prosodic boundary. Therefore
they do not benefit at all from the advantages associated with domain-fmal positions, i.e.
lengthening, strengthening, and reduced overlap. This explains why stops and affricates
are completely banned word-internally in preconsonantal position in Basque.

3.2.

Specific analysis of Ondarroa Basque

With this general proposal in hand, we are ready for a more specific analysis of the
Ondarroa Basque data. The constraints against non-prevocalic consonants form the
backbone of the analysis. These constraints interact with some standard faithfulness
constraints to determine what repair strategy, if any, is adopted in a given context.
Three prosodic contexts have been identified for final consonants: word-internal
(Le. null boundary), IF-internal (i.e. PW and PP boundary), and IF-final (Le. IP
boundary). We therefore need the two sets of constraints in (32), one for stops and
affricates, and one for consonants in general.
(32)

a.

*CI~0'V »*CI~pW/pp-1V15 »*C/~IP-,y

b. *[ -son,-contl/~0'"V »*[ -son,-cont]/~pW/Pp-1V »*[ -son,-cont]/~lP'V
These constraints interact with those in (33), which deal with the various repair
strategies available: deletion (33a), simplifIcation (33b), and la/-epenthesis (33c). Two
distinct constraints against deletion are actually necessary, since nouns and adjectives
behave differently from other categories in this respect To account for the greater stability
14The universality of the ranking in (31) predicts that languages cannot allow more complex consonant
clusters phrase-finally than phrase-internally (everything else being equal). lbis prediction constitutes the
most crucial distinction between my and Wiltshire's (1998) approach. Wiltshire suggests that phrasal effects
of the sort investigated here should be accounted for by allowing alignment constraints to refer to higher
prosodic constituents. She claims that constraints on phrase-final boundaries can be more highly rankOO
than constraints on word boundaries, and brings Tamil as an example for such a ranking. Tamil allows coda
consonants phrase-medially but not phrase·finally. But phrase-internal codas are all homorganic with the
following onset (geminates and homorganic sonorants). This obligatory dependency makes Tamil an
unconvincing case.
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass
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of stops in nouns, I assume, with Smith (1997), that a faithfulness constraint specific to
nouns (MAX-N) dominates the general one (MAX). I also assume that affricate
simplification violates IDENT-[cont], since the [+continuant] specification of the affricate is
lost in the fricativization process.
(33)

a. Constraints against deletion:
MAX:
Do not delete segments
MAX-N:
Do not delete segments in nouns (including adjectives) (Smith 1997)
MAX-N»MAX
b. Constraint against affricate Simplification
IDENT-[contJ:
Correspondiilg segments in the input and output must bear the
same specification for the feature [continuant]
c. Constraint against laI-epenthesis:
DFiP-laI:
No epenthesis of a proxy definite marker Ial in nouns
(i.e. in contexts where the definite form is not normally used)

What remains to be determined is the ranking of these constraints that yields all and
only the data attested in Ondarroa Basque. One complication comes from the substantial
amount of variation and, to a certain extent, gradient weU-formedness in the behavior of
consonants and the choice of the repair strategy. The integration of variation and gradient
well-formedness into phonological theory has always been a difficult (and mostly
unaddressed) issue, but it has recently been revived within Optimality Theory, which
seems to offer new avenues to deal with these problems (see e.g. Reynolds 1994, Anttila
1997, Hayes in press, Boersma & Hayes 1999).
The variation present in the system cannot be handled by the standard approach to
OT, in which all constraints are ranked with respect to each other. The addition of
constraint ties does not solve the problem, as the same constraints would have to be tied
with other constraints that are strictly ranked with respect to each other, a situation that is
logically impossible, unless we adopt floating constraints, like Reynolds (1994). One
viable approach is developed by Anttila (1997), who proposes that grammars are partial
orders, in which constraint rankings may remain undetermined. Any grammar may then be
compatible with many complete rankings. These distinct rankings may, in tum, yield
different outputs. This is how variation is generated by the system (grammar). It is this
view of grammars as partial orders that I adopt here to account for the data. 16
To the rankings in (32) and (33a) we can add those in (34), deduced from (29c).
(34)

a. *[-son,-cont]/--.l0-'V » *C1-.:]0-,v
b. *[ -son,-contl/-.:]pw-,V » ..C/--.lpw....,y
c. *[-son,-cont]l--.lIP"',y » *C1_lw-.V

The following additional rankings can be established on the basis of the data
swnmarized in (24). I assume that constraints that are never violated on the surface are
undominated (Tesar & Smolensky 1993, Tracel 1995).
(35)

a. Pre-consonantal stops/affricates never appear word-internally:
~ "[-son,-cont]/-.:]0"',y is unviolated, therefore undominated.
b. Consonants in nouns never delete:
~ MAX-N is unviolated, therefore undominated.

16Another idea of grammars viewed as partial orders is that frequency of use and relative well-formedness
judgments of a given output should reflect the probability that it be generated by the grammar, that is the
proportion of the possible rankings that yields this output I do not address this issue here; see Anttila
(1997) and Cot~ (1998) for an application 10 Ondarroa Basque.
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c. Deletion of consonants other than stops is ruled out:
~ MAX » *C/_l!21-'Y
d. Affricate simplification and stop deletion in non-nominal categories are ruled out
IP-finally:
~ MAX »*[ -son.-contJ/_JiP"" Y
~ IDENT-[contJ »*[-son.-contJ/-JlP'Y
We obtain the granunar in (36) (dark lines indicate rankings determined by data.
light lines indicate fixed universal rankings). This partial grammar generates. through its
multiple possible rankings. all the possible outputs. and no others (see 24). For example.
the optionality of affricate retention. affricate simplification. and epenthesis IP-internally
with word-final affricates is predicted by the non-ordering of * [-son.-cont]/_]pw-, Y.
IDENT-[cont]. and DEP-/a/.
{*[-son.-contJ/_]0-,y ; MAX-N}

(36)

IDENT-cont

7

~:---

*[-son.-cont]/-JPW... Y

MAX

___-

DEP-/a/

*C/_JIP... Y
4.

Conclusion

The Ondarroa Basque data presented in this paper serve two purposes. First. they
shed light on the behavior of final stops and affricates in Basque. calling for a revision of
previous OCP-based accounts. Second. they suggest a different approach to edge effects.
by which additional consonants are licensed at the end of prosodic constituents. Studies
have so far focused almost exclusively on the word level. but the presence of a three-way
distinction between word-internal. word-final. and IP-final consonants in Ondarroa
suggests an extension of edge effects to all prosodic constituents. The data also display two
additional properties: 1. Edge effects are cumulati ve as we go up the Prosodic Hierarchy;
2. Stops are particularly subject to context-based alternations. i.e. they are especially
vulnerable in domain-internal position. but privileged targets of edge licensing.
The cumulati ve effect and the special status of stops tie in nicely with the
perceptually-based account of edge effects I develop. The weakness of internal cues to
stops. as opposed to other consonants. makes them more dependent on the context where
they appear. They are therefore particularly at a disadvantage when lacking the informative
CY transitions. But domain-final positions offer a possible compensation through the
effects of lengthening. strengthening. and reduction of overlap that are associated with
them. and which provide final segments with increasing additional salience. as we go up
the Prosodic Hierarchy. These phonetic factors motivate a series of constraints against nonprevocalic consonants. which integrate the type of consonants (based on the quality of their
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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non-contextual cues) and the prosodic context. This syllable-free account does away with
the notions of extraprosodicity and resyllabification that are central in other proposals.
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